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Letter from the editors

��a� ��a�e��,
We—the co-Editors-in-Chief—remember our
time in D.A.R.E. like it was yesterday. A time in
fifth grade where we and our peers were introduced
to how to “say no,” resist peer pressure and live a
drug-free lifestyle. Our 10-year-old selves probably
had no idea what drugs even looked like; all we
knew is that they meant trouble.
By the time we reached high school, however,
it seemed that these ideals resonated less and less
with students. During freshman year, we first heard
of people drinking alcohol. Then, there was talk of
people smoking cigarettes or marijuana. Gradually
we heard of people getting into hard drugs—acid,

cocaine and heroin to name a few. This begs the
question: how effective is D.A.R.E. in preventing
drug and substance-use in teenagers?
This Arlingtonian issue, writers Hannah Benson
and Molly Quinn attempt to answer these questions
in their story “Truth or D.A.R.E.?” on pages 16-19.
They explore the theory that doing “soft drugs” as
a middle school student could lead to doing harder
drugs as a high school student or later in life. Benson
and Quinn explore this theory by addressing rumors
about students at Hastings and Jones using drugs
and drinking alcohol, and then touch on hard druguse at UAHS. They also touch on cocaine-use at the
high school, and how this may or may not correlate
to an ineffective D.A.R.E. program.
While the execution of the D.A.R.E. program
may not be perfect, the main theme and ideas
provided should be respected. While many students
grow up to ignore the message of D.A.R.E., what
is learned about the problem of drugs in our middle
school years should not be overlooked. Doing
hard drugs can have long term consequences that
affect someone’s life forever. Because of these
consequences, there is a definite need for the
D.A.R.E. program in our schools. Students should
know of all the possible effects of abusing drugs
throughout their lives. Even if the curriculum does
not resonate with everyone, in America’s drug
culture, it’s better than nothing.
Happy reading!
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Arlingtonian is a student-produced
newsmagazine published approximately every
four weeks by the Journalism III-A students at
Upper Arlington High School.The publication has
been established as a public forum for student
expression and for the discussion of issues of
concern to its audience. It will not be reviewed or
restrained by school officials prior to publication
or distribution.
Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student
expression, the editorial board, which consists
of the staff’s editors, will determine the content
of the newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials;
therefore, material may not necessarily reflect
the opinions or policies of Upper Arlington
school officials.
The views stated in editorials represent that
of a majority of the editorial board. No single
member of the editorial board can be held
responsible for editorial content decisions. Signed
columns or reviews represent only the opinion
of the author.
Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor,
guest columns and news releases from faculty,
administrators, community residents, students and
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the general public.The Arlingtonian editorial board
reserves the right to withhold a letter or column
and return it for more information if it determines
the piece contains items of unprotected speech as
defined by this policy.
As a public forum, all letters and columns
meeting the above criteria will be posted in full on
the Arlingtonian web site at www.arlingtonian.com
for a minimum of four weeks. Arlingtonian and
its staff will strive to publish only legally protected
speech following the legal definitions for libel,
obscenity and invasion of privacy.
The staff will also refrain from printing stories
that create a material disruption of school activities.
Because the Arlingtonian staff will determine
content of the publication, it will therefore also
take complete legal and financial responsibility
for what is printed. Arlingtonian will not avoid
publishing a story solely on the basis of possible
dissent or controversy.
The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays all printing
and production costs through advertising sales,
donations and fundraisers.
The editor or co-editors shall interpret and
enforce this editorial policy.
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In - br i e f
Other finalists included juniors Chloe
Amsterdam and Sophia Fisher, sophomore
Ida Kegley, senior Nicholas Kochanek, juniors
Meara Maccabee and Olivia McNeil, seniors
Alex Price and Matthew Schechter, junior
Tahera Siddiqi, and seniors Sophia Silver,
Victoria VanBenschoten and Jacob Walsh.
courtesy Anisah Elsayed-Awad/Norwester

Model MathLetes

The 15 finalists in UA’s Poetry Out Loud contest presented
their poems Feb. 11. Junior Maddie Page won the contest
and will advance to the state competition this March.

36-hour math contest garners
recognition for UA math program

Lyrical Pursuits
Junior wins UA Poetry Out Loud
competition, moves on to state

J

unior Maddie Page shined as the top
performer at UA’s eighth annual Poetry Out
Loud competition held mid-February. Junior
Meara Maccabee was named runner-up, and
junior Nick Amore placed third. Page was
one of 15 finalists; she will advance to the state
competition as the UA representative.

T

wo UA teams received Honorable Mention
recognition at the 17th annual High School
Mathematical Contest in Modeling.
The international competition consists of teams
of students working on a real-world problem
during a consecutive 36-hour time period.The
students who made up this year’s UA teams were
seniors Shuo Liu, Eric Dong, Charles Pei, Yijia
Liang and Anthony Yang, and juniors Steven
Huang, Connor Ma and George Li.
A total of 671 teams competed in the
contest, with 151 schools represented. Each high

school team chose from two modeling problems
offered and constructed their solutions.

Beyond debate
Speech & Debate team receives
recognition at regional, district
meets; team looks ahead to
state tournament in March

T

welve Speech & Debate students
qualified to compete at the state
tournament March 5-7: senior Eric Dong,
juniors Jenny Jiao, Audrey Jones and
George Li, seniors Yijia Liang, Kushagra
Mahaseth and Vishal Nallanagulagari,
junior Annabelle Pan, senior Charles Pei,
junior Julia Pei, senior Anna Smoot and
junior Henry Wu.
The team placed third at the Feb. 7 district
tournament in Toledo, beating much larger
teams. Five UA students placed first in their
events at districts, including Jones, Liang,
Mahaseth, Pan and Julia Pei.

state of the schools
First annual event highlights students’ accomplishments,
outlines district’s plans for the future

H

undreds of parents, students and community members heard an
update on the district’s commitments to the community and a look
at its vision for the future. Superintendent Paul Imhoff and Treasurer
Andrew Geistfeld spoke to the crowd of more than 300 about the
schools’ work in the areas of efficiency, accountability and results.
Geistfeld shared that the district is nearly 80 percent of the way
toward meeting its Efficiency Project commitment to improve the
bottom line by $4.5 million by the summer of 2017. So far, more than
$3.5 million in cost-efficiency measures have been implemented.
The project also called for the formation of an Efficiency Task Force
made up of residents with expertise in the business community. In its
report to the UA board of education, the task force noted that capital
assets, in particular the district’s aging facilities, are its biggest area of
concern for the district’s long-term financial health.
“In order to protect our financial resources..., we must deal with
our aging facilities using a data-driven, business-like approach,” he said.
The two-year, three-phase planning process will involve
residents, staff members and facilities experts. It will culminate in a
comprehensive master plan for all of the district’s facilities.
In the area of accountability, Imhoff invited the community to provide
feedback on a prototype of the Upper Arlington Quality Profile, an
annual report meant to serve as a companion to the state report card.
“The state report card provides an important, but fairly narrow,
look at our achievement and growth,” Imhoff said. “The Quality Profile
will tell the rest of the story and raise the bar for accountability.”
The prototype Quality Profile and a feedback survey are available
on the district website at uaschools.org.
In the area of results, Imhoff discussed the district’s recent strategic
planning process, saying careful planning was critical to preserving the
balance between financial efficiency and providing top-quality, wellrounded education.
The five goals in the plan are titled performance, personalization,
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Photo courtesy UASchools

Golden Bear figurines sit on the 3-D printer that manufactured them, a project
on which middle school technology students have been working. The project was
one of several highlighted at a learning fair that followed the formal presentation
at the Feb. 3 State of the Schools event. Those in attendance were also treated
to performances by Barrington Elementary’s Taiko drumming group and UAHS’s
Symphony Strings, along with the cast of the spring musical, Mary Poppins.

accountability, efficiency and results. Imhoff highlighted one objective
from the personalization goal, the implementation of a one-to-one
technology program during the next three years.
“The focus of this plan isn’t technology; it is personalization,” he
said. “Every student having a device every day provides a powerful
tool for our teachers to do even more to personalize instruction and
meet the needs of every student.”
The one-to-one program will be accomplished within the district’s current
financial resources and include instructional elements on digital citizenship.
“The relationship between a teacher and a student creates the
magic of education,” Imhoff said. “Technology can never replace that. It
is at the core of the learning process here in Upper Arlington.”
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Photo COurtesy of Wikimapia

Approximately a decade ago, Lazarus at Kingsdale was sold to Macy’s. Now, the lot is being sold again to Kroger. It is
the hope of Upper Arlington City Management that Kroger takes advantage of the mixed-use development in place.

Macy’s Mayhem
The City of Upper Arlington plans to redevelop
Kingsdale Shopping Center
By Jane Eskildsen, ‘15

T

he scenery of the parking lot
split between MCL, Giant Eagle
Market District and Macy’s at
Kingsdale is about to look a whole lot
different. The Upper Arlington Macy’s is
going out of business and is sending the
recently developed Kingsdale Center into
another round of construction.
Macy’s will close its store in Kingsdale
Shopping Center by the end of March,
marking the end of a 10-year run in the
Upper Arlington location.
Macy’s decided to close its doors
because the store did not fit its current
business model relative to location and

ownership. Their current business model is
to lease facilities.
The site was bought out by Kroger,
putting the majority of Macy’s employees
out of a job. Some of the 115 Kingsdale
store employees might be offered jobs in
nearby stores, and the rest will be offered
unemployment benefits, Macy’s said in a
news release.
Upper Arlington City Manager Ted
Stanton told The Columbus Dispatch in
an interview that he was “excited about
the prospect of further redevelopment at
Kingsdale.”
Representatives with Upper Arlington’s
Community and Economic Development
Department announced that early
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discussions involved the development of a
mixed-use concept at the site.
Community & Economic Development
Manager Robert Lamb explains what
mixed-use concept means.
“Zoning regulations set a framework
to guide landowners in understanding
how they can use their property while
remaining in compliance with municipal
policies,” Lamb said. “The City zoned
the Kingsdale Shopping area [mixed-use
development] in order to position the
land in a manner that would help the
community with securing amenities and
providing the landowners with a wide
variety of ways to use their property.”
Lamb hopes that Kroger will keep
this plan in mind when deciding upon
development of that area.
“The [Planned Mixed Use
Development] zoning allows for a mixture
of office, retail, restaurants and residential
uses,” Lamb said. “This type of mixture of
uses is called mixed-use zoning. It is our
hope that Kroger embraces this mixed-use
approach to developing their site.”
According to Lamb, Macy’s prefers to
operate stores that are close to highways,
such as their Easton and Polaris
locations. This store closing provides
a great opportunity for the city to
redevelop the land and explore new uses
for this location.
Lamb said that the community
development office was looking forward to
the developments because Upper Arlington
has few chances to redesign its streets.
“The City of Upper Arlington...has
very limited opportunities to expand
its boundaries,” Lamb said. “Therefore,
the city focuses a large part of its
economic development and development
efforts on supporting and encouraging
redevelopment in the city.”
The new Macy’s includes negative
consequences that are far from appealing
to UA citizens. For example, higher taxes.
The redevelopment of this site
has the potential to increase the
property taxes and payroll taxes that
are generated from the site,” Lamb
said. “[However], the increased taxes
can be used to support services that
the schools, library and city provide to
residents. It is my hope that this project
will move forward in a manner that can
be embraced by the community.”
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The New
Cost of
College
Obama’s proposal for free community college
could have both positive and negative effects
by hashem anabtawi, ‘15
Photo illustration by Megan Wheeler

A student holds an empty wallet on the Ohio State University campus. With President Obama’s new free community college proposal, secondary education may be easier to afford.

T

hirty thousand dollars in debt. Not an uncommon situation
following graduation. He believes in the future, unlike most students,
for students around the block at The Ohio State University.
he won’t have anything to worry about debt-wise.
Many students only have time to think a few days into the
“Choosing to go to Columbus State is and will be a big money
future. Although victims of student loans currently don’t fret about the saver and I plan to go there for two years and then transfer to Ohio
five-digit weight on their necks, years from now they will be forced to
University,” Goldrick said. “I don’t plan to have any debt coming
face the issue head on.
out of college so I really think this will
Take us back to the ‘70s: a time when paying for college was
benefit me in the long run.”
just a little simpler. Since then, the cost of college tuition, room and
Further than a year with Goldrick’s
board and other expenses have doubled and even tripled in terms of
plan in action, 2014 UAHS alum
the modern dollar, according to The College Board, making higher
Scott Hunter is already experiencing
education an unreachable goal for modern day families and students.
its benefits, and unfortunately some
But President Obama might have a plan.
hardship of his own.
In the recent State of the Union, under the topic of relating college
“I chose Columbus State because I
availability to the new competitive job market, Obama has proposed
don’t want a lot of debt leaving college
to decrease the cost of community college to a not-often seen number. and transferring to Ohio State is not
“By the end of this decade, two in three job openings will require
that hard. Financially, it will save me
some higher education. And yet, we still live
two years of OSU’s
[Free community
in a country where too many bright, striving
tuition after I transfer
Americans are priced out of the education they
because I’m paying
college] would help
need,” Obama said. “That’s why I am sending this
only around $1,000 a
people with a lower income
Congress a bold new plan to lower the cost of
really have a better chance at semester after grants,”
community college—to zero.”
Hunter said. “But
success in life."
The details include that the federal
even with that I’m
Senior Cyle Goldrick going to have to take
government be responsible for 75 percent of the
cost of the plan, and states take care of the other
some time off of school to make money again.”
25 percent. As for the student, he or she must maintain a 2.5 GPA
The transfer policy to The Ohio State University is, as Hunter said,
with at least 12 semester credit hours.
not too difficult. According to the official website, it takes 45 quarter
This proposal was meant to give all students a chance at secondary
(credit) hours and at least a 2.0 (on a 4.0 scale) GPA for consideration.
education, something senior Cyle Goldrick was ecstatic to hear.
For Ohio University, requirements include nine semester hours or 12
“I feel like this will really give everyone an equal chance at
quarter hours for consideration.
education coming out of high school and for adults in general,”
Allen Kraus is the Vice President of Marketing and
Goldrick said. “It would help people with a lower income really have
Communications at Columbus State Community College. Kraus
a chance at success in life and achieve an education that may not have
recognizes the modern tuition problem and is open to beneficiary
been possible for them.”
changes but stresses the oncoming problems if Obama’s proposal were
Goldrick plans to attend Columbus State Community College
to pass.

‘‘
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“Affordability and college debt are clearly huge national
problems to which community colleges are the answer. Any plan
that will help curb the cost of tuition to community college will
be welcome news for students,” Kraus wrote in an e-mail to
Arlingtonian. “Funding, however, will be one key factor going
forward; we must keep taxpayers in mind with any program that
offers financial assistance.”
Hunter agrees it may be difficult for this proposal to pass.
“I feel that it will never pass due to taxing for it,” Hunter said.
“People won’t be willing to put up with taxes and if he plans to
tax the rich more, that will be shot down. It’s a good idea, but
not realistic for its cost.”
Kraus recommends students attend CSCC now and is
prepared for the influx of students as a result of the proposals
passing (if that were to happen) due to the significant savings
in tuition.
“With tuition of about $4,000 per year, [students] can save
thousands of dollars by attending for two years, earn an associate
degree along the way, and then transfer to a four-year university
to finish their bachelor’s degree,” Kraus wrote. “We are able to
accommodate an increase, if the plan would become a reality.”
For those thinking the quality of education is at risk with
attending a community college, think again. Kraus explains that
the coursework and curriculum at Columbus State is exactly the
same if not better in certain areas.
“The classes and coursework at Columbus State are identical
to those offered at four-year universities,” Kraus wrote. “In
addition, our
faculty has all
earned master’s
degrees or
Ph.D.’s which
insures that
students here
have a top-rate
educational
experience.”
Though
unable to
predict the
results with
the little
detail offered
in Obama’s
proposition,
courtesy Michael Hogue/The Dallas Morning News/MCTCampus
Kraus believes
Columbus State is a great choice nonetheless in terms of
meeting the logistics of the local job market.
“In Central Ohio, dozens of employers have told us that
they have job openings but not enough qualified workers to fill
those positions. Columbus State is well positioned to educate
the workforce needed for our region at a more affordable cost,”
Kraus wrote. “We work closely with regional employers to design
programs that will fill vital workforce needs.”
Obama’s proposal faces the questionable reality once
again. Hunter, Goldrick and even Krause are anxious to see
the outcome.
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Mediterranean Cuisine

(614) 442-1200
2061 W Henderson Rd.
est. 1992

Best Gyros
in Town!

$2 Off
Any Order of $10 or more
(valid on any menu items)

The Gyro Shoppe • 442-1200
Not valid with any other offer or discounts.
Expires 3/31/14

Buy any Mediterranean Cuisine Entree,
get a 2nd Mediterranean Entree

1/2 Price!
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(of equal or lesser value)

The Gyro Shoppe • 442-1200
Not valid with any other offer or discounts.
Expires 3/31/14
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Dealing with Data
Photo Illustration By Dan Casey

The Columbus City School District’s administration comes under fire as news of changing students tests scores arises. Only 34% of preschool students are ready for
Kindergarten in Columbus’ school district.

Columbus City Schools District recovers from data scandal
by kelly chian,‘16

O

ver the past two years, three
Columbus City School
officials have been criminally
charged for data manipulation to gain
more funding. The district is trying to
recover and move on by having faculty
repay earned bonuses and setting goals
for the future.
The state audit from 2010-11 of
Columbus City Schools found nearly
7,000 grade changes and Marion
Franklin High School accounts for over
1,300 of those cases. Other instances
of erasing absences or giving excused
absences were reported to increase
funding based on attendance.
On Jan. 14, former Columbus City
Schools Superintendent Gene Harris
pleaded no contest to a misdemeanor
dereliction of duty and was found
guilty and fined $1,500, probation and
community service.
“No contest” does not mean
pleading guilty or not guilty but rather
admitting to the truth of the facts and
dereliction of duty refers the failure of
completing one’s duty in a reasonable
manner for public positions.
“I would never knowingly or
intentionally do anything that would
bring harm to children; the leadership
and staff or the reputation of the
Columbus City School District. I truly
regret that there were actions that led to
today’s proceedings,” Harris said in court,
according to The Columbus Dispatch.
10
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Harris, who spent 37 years educating,
served as Columbus City Schools’
superintendent for 15 years, during a
time when thousands of incidences of
changes in grades and attendances were
found by the state auditor.
Prosecutor Ron O’Brien brought
charges on Gene Harris for not
preventing or stopping the tampering
of records.
“[This] was essentially the CEO of
the schools not taking a more active
step in trying to address these things,”
said Prosecutor Ron O’Brien in court.
Harris retired in 2013 voluntarily and
Dan Good, the current Columbus City
Schools superintendent, has since taken
over the job.
Steven Tankovich, data czar of
Columbus City Schools, was the first
school official to be to be found guilty
of attempted tampering with evidence
after pleading no contest.
Tankovich served his 15-day
sentence in jail and two years probation
on Dec. 12.
He taught the principals how to
withdraw students with poor attendance
and he believed what principals did with
that ability was their fault, according to
This Week News.
“My intent was always in correcting
data and getting it to be the most
accurate for the benefit for the kids of
Columbus so we could provide them
the best instruction possible,” Tankovich
said to WBNS.
Gene Harris is not the only one

criminally charged administrator in
the Columbus City Schools district;
Marion-Franklin High School Assistant
Principal Stanley K. Pyle pleaded guilty
to a felony of attempted tampering with
public records.
Pyle was sentenced to two years
probation and a $1,500 fine for changing
650 grades at the school from F’s to D’s
in the 2010-11 school year.
The changing of grades, Pyle claims,
was to help students get jobs and
admittance into the military.
Franklin County Common Pleas
Judge Pat Sheeran believed this hurt the
students, as many students figured that
it would not be as hard to pass a class.
Sheeran called the scandal “an
absolute collective failure” and suspects
financial gain through bonuses and
more federal grants motivated these
school officials.
Former Linden-McKinley STEM
Academy Principal Tiffany L. Chavers
is accused of manipulating data by
withdrawing students from the districts
who hadn’t left. Withdrawing students,
many failed their state tests, removed
their scores from the schools’ state
report cards.
Chavers was fighting her firing from
the district, on Feb. 3, a hearing officer
ruled the school district had evidence
and good reason to fire her.
The hearing proved that Chavers
withdrew undesirable students and
passed failing students, according to The
Columbus Dispatch.
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District sets standards for the future
Problem:

Goal:

Solution:
The Ohio State University

100%

OSU

This certifies that

Columbus
High School

John Smith

Has completed enough credits to earn a degree from The Ohio State
University in Accounting from the school of Business and all of the
advantages and benefits of this degree.

President of the University

Of students in the
Columbus City School
District attend D or F
rated schools.

Students in the
Columbus City School
District attend an A or B
rated school.

76%

100%

Of preschoolers are
kindergarten ready.
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existing schools that are successful and have long waiting lists.
In court, Chavers argued she did not see how it is wrong to
The commission is trying to raise the standard of education
withdraw students that have not left the district. Under oath,
in Columbus schools by increasing, kindergarten readiness and
Chavers said she thought other principals not being accounted
the amount of A or B rated schools, providing more college
was unfair. She also testified that she was told to manipulate
credit options or hiring strong principals and teachers.
the data from district officials out of fear of losing her job,
Superintendent Good and Mayor Michael Coleman are
according to The Columbus Dispatch.
hoping to re-imagine the Columbus City Schools District.
Former principal Pamela Diggs is also fighting the firing
“We believe in Columbus, even as the district was mired
and has a hearing in late March.
in turmoil and a crisis of confidence,” Coleman said at the
Most of the staff members at the Columbus City Schools
are paying back bonuses they earned
previous annual state of the
due to the data manipulation.
district on Jan. 13, in reference
Seize this opportunity
The total bonuses that need to be
to the data scandal.
to re-imagine
returned add up to over $360,000.
Good wants to move forward to
education in Columbus as a
The staff is given the option
provide opportunities that extend
system that helps prepare,
to send the money in checks or
past the boundaries.
from cradle to career.”
reduced pay and need the money by
“Seize this opportunity
the end of the school year.
Columbus City Schools to re-imagine education in
Many voters still hesitant from
Superintendent Dan Good Columbus as a system that
the scandals failed the 2013 levy.
helps prepare, from cradle
The voters want to see true improvement and commitment
to career, all who seek to be inspired and enlightened and
to bettering the district without spending as much.
efficacious,” Good said in his speech.
Columbus Education Commission has made a list of 55
Good listed his accomplishments occurring at the school
recommendations for the district to follow. Currently, 16
district so far: increasing attendance, the number of high
of the recommendations have been met and 13 have had
school-age students enrolling in postsecondary education,
improvements, but 26 objectives have yet to be addressed.
graduation rates and raiding around $50 million in
Some of the remaining objectives include having adequate
scholarships for students post-high school education.
“But we’re not finished,” Good said in his speech. “We’ll
computer equipment for students and teachers, having more quality
never be finished.”
charter school options for students and creating or expanding
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From the gym to the ice, the bears keep bringing their A-game
Page design by Sasha Dubson, ‘15 and Megan Wheeler, ’15

photo By sasha dubson

photo by Dan CASEY

▲▲ Freshman Andrew Shimp tackles an opponent in
his wrestling match against Thomas Worthington. The
team’s sectional championships are on Feb. 28.
▲ Junior Onno Steger attempts to score against Central
Crossing on Feb. 3. The varsity basketball bears won
55-40.
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▲ Junior Anna Tzagournis does a beam routine at an
invitational on Feb. 14. The gymnastics bears will be
competing in districts beginning Feb. 28.
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◀ Sophomore Jack Dolan faces off with a St. Charles
player on Feb. 6. The varsity hockey bears won 4-2.
▼Seniors Laurel Rogers (left) and Caroline Fulmer and
junior Kennedy Dunlap show their spirit for the basketball
bears on Feb. 3 during half time. The varsity basketball
bears won 55-40.

photo By dan casey

photo By Katherine Wilburn

Interviews conducted by Kelly CHian

Captains’ Corner

photo By Megan wheeler

Boys Wrestling

Girls Basketball

Senior Keith

Senior Alyssa Tedesco

Neely

What are your goals
for this season?
Our goal is to make
it to sectionals and
districts and hopefully
have a few players
make it to states.
What are the major
strengths of the team?
We are really close as a team. No one is
making it about himself and everyone helps
build each other’s skills. We have a pretty
good lineup as well.
How does the team prepare for a match?
Mentally preparing is crucial, so when you
go into a match and have your moves
[thought out,] you [have] really prepared
your mind to win.
What is the biggest obstacle?
We have had a lot of people getting injured;
it’s a recurring problem. Once last season
we had only half a team. Sometimes, you just
have to step up when one goes down.

How do you think
the team will do
for the end of the
season?
I think we are going
to end the season
strong and go far in
the tournaments. We
have a really talented
group this year and we are really motivated
to win at least a district championship, but
we believe we can go farther than that.
How does your team stay motivated?
We see our potential as a team and see that
we could make it far in the tournament and
that keeps us motivated.
What have been the major
accomplishments of your team?
One of our major accomplishments was
beating Dublin Coffman twice, who is our
biggest rival and a good team. It’s been a
couple years since we’ve beaten them twice
in the regular season.
FE b r ua ry 2 7 , 2 0 1 5
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How Firm Thy
Friendship?
Chaos on OSU’s campus after a historic win
leads to examination of psychology of sports riots
courtesy josh jarman

Students block traffic on High Street in front of the Ohio Union after the Ohio State Buckeyes won the first College Football Playoff on Jan. 12. A variety of factors contribute to the
breakout of a riot, psychologist Rick Grieve said.

by Owen auch, ’15

A

s the Ohio State Buckeyes celebrated
their unlikely 42-20 National
Championship win over Oregon
in Arlington, TX with confetti and award
ceremonies, OSU students over 1,000 miles
away celebrated in a different way.
Fans in revelry set 89 fires, tore down
a goal post in Ohio Stadium and forced
Columbus police and SWAT teams to clear
the streets with tear gas.
Senior Joe Casagrande was on campus
after the victory and witnessed the mayhem
firsthand, describing the mood as “crazy.”
“On High Street I saw a lot of cops ... and

Ballistic Brawls
Timeline of sporting
events that resulted
in fiery riots

then a huge mass of people started running
towards the Oval,” Casagrande said. “[On the
Oval] I saw people climbing really tall trees
to the top, wearing no shirt in 20-degree or
below weather.”
Others at the scene reported seeing
pepper spray used on students and fireworks
set off in crowded areas. At the end of the
night, six arrests were reported.
There’s no single cause that turns jubilent
celebrations into destructive riots. Factors like
excessive drinking, youthful inexperience and
excitement explain some, but not all, of the
damage. Here’s a look at two psychological
factors in sports riots that added to the
mayhem on Ohio State’s campus.

F e b r uary 2 7 , 2 0 1 5

One psychological factor that
contributes to fan violence is group
behavior through social identification.
As fans root for sports teams, their
identification with the team is
psychologically powerful. Rick Grieve, a
psychology professor at Western Kentucky
University, describes networks of fans as
providing a desirable sense of belonging
and a host of relationships.
“Identification with a team gives you
a kind of social support network that
provides a buffer from things like anxiety,

Michigan State vs. Duke, NCAA Final Four
(March 27, 1999)
A loss to Duke University in the Final Four resulted in over 5,000
Michigan State fans gathered at the edge of campus, setting fires and
destroying cars. Police use of tear gas caused the mob to move through
town, breaking windows and looting businesses. The mob was finally
controlled at 5 a.m., with over 130 people convicted for rioting and over
$500,000 in damages.

Tigers vs. Padres, Game 5, World Series
(Oct. 14, 1984)
After the Detroit Tigers broke a 16-year World Series
drought in a much anticipated Game 5, fans took to the
streets. Dozens of cars surrounding Tiger Stadium were
flipped and burned in what is often seen as the first modern
American sports riot.
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Group Behavior and
Identification

Lakers vs. Pacers, Gam
(June 19, 2000)
Led by Shaquille O’Neal and
captured their first NBA title
cars on fire and threw rocks
not knowing that champions
next two years. In the riots, 1
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loneliness, and depression,” Grieve said.
Casagrande said he saw evidence of
group identification psychology in the
national championship celebration.
“Two people were about to fight,”
said Casagrande. “And then someone
mentioned that we had won the national
championship…and the fight stopped and
they were happy again.”
However, this group identification
can turn dangerous when fans are in
large crowds. Christian End, a sport fan
behavior expert at Xavier University,
described a psychological process called
deindividuation, in which individuals in
large groups feel less accountability for
their actions.
“When we’re less accountable we
tend to behave in ways we wouldn’t,”
End said. “If I’m among thousands of
celebrating people and I were to throw
a beer bottle against a brick wall, you’d
have a hard time picking me out.”
This effect is often amplified by the
desire to fit in with the group identity
fans share. Charged by adrenaline
after big win, fans often repeat behavior
that draws cheers from the crowd, even if
this behavior is destructive or criminal.
“If we see someone throw a beer
bottle and it draws cheers from our group
members who we’re really identifying with
at the time, we might be apt to match that
behavior or up it,” End said.
The desire for fans to show their pride
for the team and fit in with other students
was evident to Casagrande.
“[Fans] have to show how crazy we

me 6, NBA Finals

d Kobe Bryant, the Lakers
e in over a decade. Rioters set
s at police in their euphoria,
ships would also come in the
12 people were injured.
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are about football here in Ohio, and if
[they] don’t make national news, clearly
our national championship didn’t mean
enough,” Casagrande said.
Because of the lack of accountability and
identification with a group identity as fans,
a celebration can quickly escalate to a riot,
as it did at OSU.

Police Prescence
As the national championship ended
and fans poured out of bars, restaurants
and the Union onto High Street, riot
police were already there, many sporting
gas masks. Their presence, Casagrande said,
fired the crowd up.
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anything,” Casagrande said.
Furthermore, younger Americans like
college students have a more negative
view of police than older Americans,
according to an NBC News/Marist Poll.
While students chanted “O-H-I-O” in
celebration, others were heard chanting
“F— the police!”
This negative perception of police
may have translated to anger towards
them, increasing the mayhem and
destruction. It’s a common cycle in
which riots get out of control: crowds
threaten police, who escalate crowd
control tactics, which angers crowds and
promotes more bad behavior.

Preventing Violence

If [Ohio State fans]
don’t make national
news, clearly our national
championship didn’t mean
enough.”

But experts say that there
are ways to keep violence from
tainting the taste of victory.
Experts say that because riots
are so unpredictable, fans need
Senior Joe Casagrande to help to prevent riots from
beginning. If fans exert negative
peer pressure towards destructive actions
“I feel like once people saw the cops…
and promote accountability for those who
they knew what they were supposed to
act out, riot violence will decrease.
do,” Casagrande said. “That means they’re
“If the group says, ‘Hey don’t do that,’
supposed to riot.”
if they point you out to security, you’re
The presence of riot police suggested
gaining disapproval from this group that’s
to students that rioting was inevitable. The
very important to you,” End said.
huge number of students make police less
Of course, there’s a simpler solution to
effective as students sought to fulfill the
preventing sports riots.
expectation to riot.
“[If you don’t want riots], don’t win
“Once people realized that we
national championships,” Casagrande said
outnumbered the cops [on High Street]
with a smirk.
about 100 to 1, they weren’t afraid to do

Red Sox vs. Yankees, Game 7, ALCS (Oct. 21, 2004)
While the Red Sox made history defeating their rivals the New York Yankees
in Game 7 after being down 3-0 in the series and advancing to the World
Series, their fans made history with destruction that resulted in tragedy.
Students from nearby colleges gathered and hurled bottles and obscenities
at police. As police cleared the crowd with pepper-powder guns, a pellet hit
the eye socket of a celebrating student, who was declared dead the next day.

Ohio State vs. Oregon, National Championship
(Jan.12, 2015)
As the Buckeyes celebrated their victory of the first college football playoff
in Dallas, Texas, students and fans in Columbus set campus ablaze. Over 89
fires were reported near campus, a goal post at Ohio Stadium was torn
down, and tear gas and pepper spray were used heavily by police to clear
rioters from the streets.
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Photo ILLUESTRATION by sasha dubson

With middle school students getting into more trouble, it becomes evident that drugs are more prevalent in lower grades. The D.A.R.E. program is meant to stop students from doing
drugs early on in life. However, there is a new theory that the program is not effective in leading young students away from soft, and later in life, hard drugs.

Truth or

D.A.R.E

Current D.A.R.E. program brings speculation of effectiveness in schools
by hannah benson, ‘15 and molly quinn, ‘15
ed Solo cups freckle the carpet.
Cigarette smoke hangs in the
air of the dimly lit room. Sleepy
bodies sink into couch cushions.
Fifteen-year-old Mary* was wading
through the wreckage when she stumbled
across a clump of strangers on a couch.
They were huddled around a photo frame

R

*Denotes a source who requested anonymity
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that had several lines of a white powdery
substance cut up on the top.
A member of the group asked her if
she would like to try. Mary said yes.
It was the only time Mary tried cocaine.
“It didn’t live up to the hype,” she said.
Like many high school students,
Mary was introduced to drugs at a
young age. She was 12 when she got
drunk for the first time and 13 when

she first smoked marijuana. Mary,
however, does not believe alcohol and
marijuana were the forerunners to her
cocaine use.
“I don’t think soft drugs lead to
hard drugs,” Mary said. “Everyone goes
through a period of experimentation,
and mine was prolonged because I
happened to be around people where
hard drug use was normal.”
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With the ever growing prevalence of
hard drugs, like cocaine, at UAHS, the
effectiveness of the mainstream and widely
implemented D.A.R.E. program is being
called into question.

D.A.R.E.
Since its founding in 1983, D.A.R.E.
has preached its mission statement:
‘Teaching students good decision-making
skills to help them lead safe and healthy
lives.’ Yet this is rarely the case.
Despite being the nation’s most popular
substance-abuse prevention program, the
D.A.R.E. program has failed to change
with the times—gaining a reputation
of being an ineffective primary drug
prevention program for elementary and
middle school students.
For students in Upper Arlington,
D.A.R.E. surfaces for the first time in the
fifth grade and is followed by a refresher
course during eighth grade Life Skills.
As a middle school student at St.
Agatha, Mary took the compulsory Drug
Abuse Resistance Education course twice
before transferring to UAHS; however, she
found the program to have little success.
“You change so much from the time
you’re 10 to the time you’re presented
with opportunities for drug use,” Mary
said. “Plus, drug-use is so normalized
in pop culture and society that I think
D.A.R.E. works about as well as
abstinence-only sex education.”
Mary did not find D.A.R.E. effective.
“When I was taking D.A.R.E., I
thought it was kind of dumb,” Mary said.
“There wasn’t much information. It was just
a cop saying ‘Don’t do drugs’ for a couple
weeks and a workbook.”
Senior Emma Dorfman also went
through the D.A.R.E. program in both
fifth and eighth grades. She believes the
D.A.R.E. program is admirable, but not
the deciding factor in whether or not a
student uses drugs.
“[There are] a lot of factors behind
drug use like family life, social circle and
even mental health that are stronger than
a program we go through in elementary
school,” Dorfman said. “If you’re at a party
where all of your friends are drinking and
they seem like they’re having a good time,
you’re not going to be thinking about how
the D.A.R.E. officer told you not to do

Spotlight

drugs in the fifth grade.”
Peer pressure is more powerful than
D.A.R.E., Dorfman added.
“The fear of missing out on something
is too strong,” Dorfman said. “It has more
of an impact than D.A.R.E. does.”
By 1994, D.A.R.E. was the most
popular school-based drug prevention
program, popping up in all 50 states and
six foreign countries.
According to a 2012 study, about
60 percent of US school districts have
eliminated D.A.R.E. since the mid2000s. With the recent cancellation of
the program in Franklin County school
districts, such as Pickerington county’s
2011 dismissal of the program, the
effectiveness of D.A.R.E. in UA Schools is
being called into question.
The U.S. Department of Education,
as of 1998, prohibits schools from
spending federal funding on D.A.R.E.
due to evidence proving the program to
be ineffective in reducing alcohol and
drug-use.
Sgt. Don Wilson, the President of the
D.A.R.E Association of Ohio, says the
recent controversy is undeserved, and that
the reason many school districts ditched
D.A.R.E. is due to lack of funding.
“I cannot speak for Pickerington
schools, but any schools or sheriffs that
I have talked to regarding their reason
for shelving their program has been for
financial reasons only,” Wilson said. “Each
police agency made it very clear they were
saddened by their decision to move away
from a very successful program, but money
needed to be spent on road patrols before
prevention would be restored.”
D.A.R.E.’s zero-tolerance drug policy
has been subject to much criticism.
Frequently cited as one of the main
reasons D.A.R.E is ineffective, the policy
is criticized as being unrealistic. Once
children see friends or family members
using drugs such as alcohol, marijuana or
tobacco with no immediate consequences,
they ignore legitimate information about
drugs and alcohol.
Wilson, however, believes that a zerotolerance policy is acceptable towards drug
and alcohol abuse.
“In regards to illegal drugs, I think
everyone promotes zero-tolerance,” Wilson
said. “In regards to alcohol and other legal
drugs, the program promotes the need to
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Legalization of
Marijuana
by Maeve O’BRIEN, ‘16

I

n the U.S., the possession and sale
of marijuana is illegal under federal
law. However, the use of recreational
marijuana is currently legal in the states
of Washington, Colorado, Oregon and
Alaska. With these four states setting the
precedent, other states are looking to
follow suit.
While marijuana has been illegal
in many countries around the world
since the marijuana prohibition of the
1930s, some countries and states seem
to be easing back into its usage. Since
1996, 23 U.S. states have legalized
medicinal marijuana.
There is controversy over the possible
repercussions of long-term marijuana
use. According to Web MD, the drug can
worsen or cause paranoia, depression,
anxiety or suicidal thoughts. It is also
widely considered a gateway drug, possibly
catalyzing a transition to harder drugs.
In Ohio, however, a group called
Responsible Ohio is advocating for
a bill to legalize the retail and use of
marijuana for medical and personal
use, with regulation similar to alcohol.
The Columbus Dispatch interviewed
campaign spokeswoman Lydia Bolander
on the bill that may appear on the
Ohio ballot this November.
“Legalizing marijuana for medical and
personal use means increased safety
because we will regulate, tax and treat
marijuana like alcohol,” Bolander said. “We
will smother the black market and use the
taxes generated to help local communities
provide vital public services.”
Under the bill, marijuana could be
sold to people 21-years-old or over by
regulated location owned by 10 different
people. A flat state tax rate of 15
percent would be imposed on marijuana
retail, according to Cincinnati’s WLWT5
news channel.
Both sides have garnered considerable
support, and there is a good chance the
Ohio public will decide the fate of the
legality of marijuana this November.
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understand what these drugs can do if you
abuse them. Abuse [means] allowing a
drug to take over you.”
D.A.R.E. has also faced criticism for
not changing with the times. Fortunately,
D.A.R.E. has begun to introduce new
facets to its program, most famously
“Keepin’ it REAL.” Unveiled in 2013,
Keepin’ it REAL revolves around true
stories of teenage drug abuse and addiction.
According to a
study conducted by the
Government Accountability
Office, D.A.R.E. had “no
statistically significant
long-term effect on youth
illicit drug use.” Another
study funded by the U.S.
Department of Justice
concluded that D.A.R.E.
has “small effects on drug-use” and is
“significantly” less successful at preventing
drug use than other programs, such as
Narconon, PACT360 and Across Ages.
Mary believes drug-use at UAHS is an
issue, but that students are well-informed
of the consequences.
“I think drug-use is a problem, but I think
most people know about the drugs they’re
doing—they just don’t care,” Mary said.
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for smoking cigarettes on school grounds,
full locker searches with police dogs at
hand and a ban on water bottles in the fear
that they contain clear liquor.
Jones Middle School Principal Jason
Fine denies the rumors.
“Neither Hastings nor Jones [have]
outlawed water bottles or implemented a
locker search program. What we are doing
is continuing to work with students to help
them understand that decisions
made today can have a long[There are] a lot of factors
term impact on their lives,” Fine
behind drug use like family
life, social circle and even mental health said. “We want them to have the
that are stronger than a program we go confidence and the skills they
need to face the challenges of
through in elementary school.”
adolescence so they can enjoy the
bright future that lies ahead.”
Senior Emma Dorfman
Hastings Middle School
Assistant Principal Jim Buffer
denies widespread use of drugs and alcohol
at his school.
“In the past two years, we have had
occasional issues where students have
been in possession of electronic cigarettes,”
Buffer said. “We have used those instances
In the past year, rumors have taken
as an opportunity to educate our students
flight of outrageous anti-drug precautions
and their parents.”
at Hastings Middle School, including talk
Buffer believes D.A.R.E. has made
of seventh grade students being expelled
a positive impact on Hastings parents
Dorfman disagrees.
“I have friends who drink and do drugs,
but there aren’t a lot of instances where I’ve
thought it was a problem,” Dorfman said.
“I don’t define a ‘problem’ as occasional
drinking like I think some people do; it’s
more if you’re actually addicted and it
affects your life outside the instances when
you consume the drugs.”
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Keepin’ it REAL
BY Jenny jiao, ‘16
Refuse. Explain. Avoid. Leave.
These are the four ways adolescents can resist drug offers,
according to the drug resistance program Keepin’ It REAL.
While the acronym seems extremely basic, researchers analyzed
over 300 interviews with students across the nation to select these
four key words, according to science writer for Scientific American
Amy Nordrum. In fact, the Keepin’ It REAL curriculum was initially
designed by two drug prevention specialists, Michelle Miller-Day and
Michael Hecht, both at Pennsylvania State University.
This sets the new program apart from the original D.A.R.E.
program, which was created by police officers and teachers in the
Los Angeles area.
D.A.R.E America adopted and licensed the 10-week, 45-minute
session curriculum in Sept. 2009, replacing their old curriculum and
the program has steadily been incorporated in school districts since.
The approach Keepin’ it REAL uses to educate students
effectively is quite different from most drug prevention programs.
The program focuses on a narrative and performance-based
curriculum that grounds itself heavily in cultural values and practices.
Instead of a teacher lecturing about the dangers of alcohol and
substance abuse, instructors will only speak for about eight minutes
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and use the remainder of the session for peer activities, such as
practicing resistance techniques of refusal, explanation, avoidance
and departure.
The new program has been applauded by many researchers
and specialists as being more effective in educating and impacting
student opinion than D.A.R.E. America’s program.
The National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and
Practices (NREPP), which is supported by the Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration, conducted an intervention
summary of Keepin’ it REAL and its effectiveness in the classroom in
December 2006.
NREPP found that students who participated in the
program reported lower substance abuse rates than students
who were not in the program. This effect lasted up to 14
months for alcohol and marijuana use and up to eight months
for cigarette use.
Despite the statistical success of the program, there still is
cause for concern on whether the program remains effective
and the information remembered after the 14-month mark.
“Keepin’ it REAL is currently on the NREPP’s National
Registry of Evidence-Based Programs and Practices,” Wilson said.
“The program has been studied and has been successfully added
to the list.”
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D.A.R.E. Dilemmas
Survey reveals students’ thoughts on D.A.R.E.
Do you believe the D.A.R.E. program
is an effective way to prevent and
stop the use of drugs/alcohol?

53%
NO

Did the D.A.R.E. program stop you
from using drugs or alcohol?

3%

4%

OTHER

43%

46%

OTHER

51%
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Officer Carrie O’Neil, director of
the D.A.R.E. Association of Franklin
County, agrees. She states that most
addiction begins with marijuana.
“Marijuana is considered to be a
gateway drug because it can lead to
harder drugs,” O’Neil said. “98 percent of
those who have died from drug overdoses
started with marijuana.”

Spotting
the issue

Dorfman believes drug use can
become a complication if a teenager
becomes overly dependent.
“I think that drinking and drug use
become problems when people do them
source: voluntary February, 2015 Arlingtonian survey of 100 students
for the wrong reasons, like wanting
and students.
Wilson states that e-cigarettes are
to be a part of something or because
“As a school community, we utilize
becoming an issue, as the D.A.R.E.
you’re sad. [If ] people are smoking weed
numerous resources, including D.A.R.E., program has inadequate materials to
or drinking in a safe environment on
to educate our students about unsafe
teach children about this matter.
occasion there is nothing wrong with
behavior,” Buffer said. “My personal
“E-cigarettes are a problem with
that,” Dorfman said. “Drug use gets out
experience with D.A.R.E. at Hastings
many districts as they are new and
of control when people do it for purely
has been very positive.”
education is lacking on this subject,”
social reasons.”
With the intermittent drug abuse
Wilson said.
A few of Dorfman’s friends have
problems at both Hastings and Jones
The concern over the use of
suffered the consequences of drug and
middle schools, concern is increasing about e-cigarettes relates to the gateway drug
alcohol abuse. Dorfman believes that
the use of drugs ‘spreading down’ and abuse theory, which states that the use of less
when a loved one is experiencing such a
starting at a younger age.
harmful drugs—typically marijuana—can difficult time, showing support is vital.
“Everything is occurring earlier
lead to the use of hard drugs in the future.
“When that type of thing does
with the introduction of
happen it is really hard to
the computer. Our kids
know whether you can actually
Everything is occurring
are getting exposed to so
earlier with the introduction help. It seems black and
many vices younger and
white, like you should talk
of the computer. Our kids are getting
younger thanks to this
exposed to so many vices younger and to them about it or tell their
marvel,” Wilson said.
parents, but it’s harder than
younger thanks to this marvel. "
“We have taken valuable
that because you don’t want
time in reaching out to
to make them mad,” Dorfman
Sgt. Don Wilson says. “I think the best thing to
parents regarding the need
to monitor what they are
do if you have a friend going
exposed to on-line and on television.”
Buffer believes the theory is true.
through that is to just support them and
Though Buffer does not believe a trend
“One could logically assume that
try to be a good friend.”
of drug use starting earlier exists, he is
the use of cigarettes, alcohol and other
Mary agrees, stating that teenage drug
concerned with the popularity of e-cigarettes
substances in middle school provides
users should not be subject to judgment
and the impression that they are harmless.
a gateway into the use of other more
and punishment.
“I have no firsthand information
dangerous substances,” Buffer said.
“If anything, the school should offer
to lead me to believe that students are
Wilson states that earlier research
help for students with drug problems, help
using drugs earlier than before,” Buffer
confirms the gateway drug theory.
where they won’t be expelled or arrested,”
said. “I do worry about the e-cigarettes
“Tobacco, alcohol and marijuana
Mary said. “People turn to drugs for all
and the perception that they are
can be seen as gateway drugs that can
sorts of reasons. I think most people
somehow ‘safe.’ I also worry that their
lead to more serious drugs later on,”
actively seek out drugs because they’re
use, like tobacco products, will lead to
Wilson said. “[We] call it chasing that curious, and then keep using drugs because
further experimentation.”
better high.”
of an array of different reasons.”
YES

NO

YES
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Speech
AND

Silence
Recent Charlie Hebdo attack questions
limitations on free speech
by Maeve O’Brien, ‘16 and Jenny Jiao, ‘16

T

wo men, armed with assault
rifles, forced their way into
the headquarters of the
satirical weekly newspaper Charlie
Hebdo and fired 50 shots, killing 12
people and injuring 11 others. They
shouted “Allahu Akbar,” Arabic for
“God is the greatest.” This attack,
made by two Islamic men from an
al-Qaeda branch, was a response to
several caricatures of the prophet
Mohammed that Charlie Hebdo had
run in previous issues. The staff has a
controversial history with publishing
sensitive religious images, even
inciting a lawsuit and a firebombing
in years prior to the shooting.
Charlie Hebdo usually sold about
60,000 copies an issue. The issue
Thousands of people gather during a
demonstration march in Marseille, France, on
Saturday, Jan. 10, 2015, in support of the victims
of this week’s twin attacks in Paris. Hundreds of
extra troops are being deployed around Paris
after three days of terror in the French capital
killed 17 people and left the nation in shock.

image courtesy
Launette Florian/Maxppp/Zuma Press/TNS

following the attack, however, sold
seven million copies globally. The
terrorist attack did not stop Charlie
Hebdo writers from satirizing. It did
not silence the French press, and it
did not eliminate the freedom of
expression.
However, the shooting prompts
global scrutiny of limitations to
freedom of speech. Even though
Charlie Hebdo wasn’t violating any
type of law, many question whether
it crossed a social standard to
speech, and whether those limits
should be respected.
Professor of Law and Judicial
Administration at the Ohio State
University Christopher Fairman is
a national expert in civil procedure,
legal ethics and taboo language.
Fairman addresses the Charlie
Hebdo attack as a deliberate attack
on freedom of expression.
“The attack on the French
journalists...was certainly motivated
to punish the journalists for prior
speech and restrict future speech,”

Fairman said. “Murder is never a
warranted reaction to unpopular
speech.”
However, senior Yijia Liang
also notes an additional aspect
concerning the attack.
“I don’t think you can talk about
the Charlie Hebdo attacks without
talking about freedom of religion....
Free speech can sometimes conflict
with freedom of religion,” Liang said.
“Both should be upheld but I don’t
think that we should let an act of
terrorism scare journalists.”
Agathe Riou, a former French
exchange student at UAHS provided
insight on the reaction in France.
“When the killers attacked this
liberty of [expression], the entire
nation felt stabbed in the heart,”
Riou said.
Riou and her friends attended
various peaceful demonstrations that
were held shortly after the attack.
“We were [part of the] 5,000
[people] in my city to peacefully
demonstrate in a complete silence
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for liberty of expression,” Riou said. “A lot
of people held a ‘Je Suis Charlie’ sign.”
“Je Suis Charlie” translates to “I am
Charlie,” a slogan that has been adopted by
supporters of free expression in response to
the attack, according to CNN.
Riou also observed the impact of the
attack on the French press and their
willingness to continue printing
what they have always printed.
“We are now few weeks after
the massacre and the French
press is still the same. Charlie
Hebdo is still caricaturing
religious characters (including
the pope)... and the other
newspaper[s] are still covering
international events the way they
always did,” Riou said. “So even
if the impact of the massacre was
very strong, I think the press did
not change that much.”
While the press did not change, Riou
notes that the French people have.
“Bookshops observed an increasing
number of [sales in] books that [are] about
Islam and tolerance,” she said. “But also, some
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people curse [at] Muslims in the streets.
Some people feel attack[ed] by them even
though our government and the national
media sent the message to not mistake
‘Muslims’ and ‘terrorists.’”
Riou elaborates and explains that in lieu
of the Charlie Hebdo attack, people seem to
be more wary of their words.

Op/Ed

Locally Speaking

The controversy surrounding freedom
of speech is not only present on a global
scale, but also evident within the Upper
Arlington community. Teenagers are using
their voices on social media sites such as
Twitter to advocate for a certain
belief or political stance, often
inciting backlash from their peers.
Maybe it’s not too
Even though these students are
bad to think about
operating well within the legal
what you say before you say
limits of freedom of speech, the
it.”
negative response indicates that
some people think that they are
French Student Agathe Riou
crossing a social limit.
Junior Zane Laws freely
exercises his right to free speech,
and has repeatedly incurred
opposition on Twitter due to his
tweets centered around his political and social
“I do think people will be more careful
views. He utilizes this outlet of social media
about what they say about Islam and
in order to inform others of his beliefs.
Muslims,” Riou said. “Maybe you can count
“Mainly I just like to voice my opinion
that limiting the liberty of expression but
and for others to kind of learn about my
maybe it’s not too bad to think about what
views or maybe learn something about what I
you say before you say it.”
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have an opinion on,” Laws said.
He has received numerous replies, texts
and direct messages from other students
and even strangers. His tweets, which
have touched on sensitive topics such as
race and religion, have even provoked
extreme responses.
“I’ve had a lot of individuals reply back to
me and get very angry with me....” Laws said.
“I’ve actually received messages over twitter
with death threats.”
Laws was speaking freely, and while his
opposers thought he was violating social or
moral boundaries, receiving death threats are
not perceived as a warranted reaction.
Even Laws, who is fearless and forward
with what he says on Twitter, is affected
by these social parameters and potential
consequences of offensive language.
“I’ve just kind of stopped myself
because I know the rules here at Upper
Arlington and elsewhere that would
allow me to get in
trouble for what
I’ve said over
social media.”
Laws said.
Laws wasn’t
impacted by
legal limitations
on freedom
of expression.
Rather, his actions
reflected a deeper
concern for the
social repercussions.
Liang recognizes the social boundaries
to freedom of expression, but claims that
it is acceptable to cross the line in order
to effectively make a statement.
“There are instances when you should
cross the line, so in the SC case Tinker v.
Des Moines, that was a good case of students
crossing the line within their school culture
and it showed that kids do have freedom of
expression and they were standing up for
something they believe in,” Liang said.
While freedom of speech is a pinnacle
of this nation, it is a power that should
not be abused.
American Government teacher Robert
Soccorsi acknowledges the necessary
boundaries of free speech.
“With free speech comes responsibility.
Just because the government can’t punish us
for certain speech doesn’t mean we shouldn’t
think about the impact of our speech before
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exclaiming it,” Soccorsi said. “Even legal
speech can have serious consequences.”
These consequences can reflect poorly
on a certain person or publication. Due
to this, many media outlets choose to stay
within the boundaries of socially acceptable
speech in order to be more profitable.
Offensive speech can have negative
economic impacts on a publication.
“Publishers do engage in self-censorship,
but that is really more of an economic
pressure. For example, The New York Times
won’t print [certain curse words]. The reason
has nothing to do with social, moral or legal
reasons; it is because they know that their
readers don’t want to read that word over
breakfast.” Fairman said. “As a general matter,
I don’t think that there are or should be topics
that are off-limits to the press.”
In the end, social and legal limitations
to free expression exist to regulate discourse
throughout the nation; the question is, when

‘‘

The hope is that
the better ideas
will discredit and expose
illogical, inaccurate, or ignorant speech.”

Op/Ed

Yay or Nay compiled by jenny jiao

Cocaine is a problem at UAHS.

50%

33% yay, 50% nay, 17% undecided

59%

You support Obama’s proposal
for two years of free community
college for all.
59% yay, 17% nay, 24% undecided

You think that Ohio State fans
went too far in celebrating the
National Championship win.

65%

22% yay, 65% nay, 13% undecided

81%

You believe the media adequately
covers all newsworthy events.

Teacher Robert Soccorsi

10% yay, 81% nay, 9% undecided

There are social and/or moral
limitations to free speech.

should those limitations be respected and
when they should be violated?
“To an extent, it’s good to think about
what you are going to say because words are
extremely powerful,” Liang said. “But to the
point where you’re not willing to stand up for
something you believe in because of socially
defined norms, then we should transcend
that norm.”
Soccorsi, commenting on the evolution
of legal limits of free speech, agrees that
imposing limits is not always the answer.
“The attitude in the United States has
been that the best way to combat hateful,
objectionable,or erroneous speech is not
by throwing people in jail for their words,
but by encouraging more and better free
speech to counter it,” Soccorsi said. “In
a free marketplace of ideas, the hope is
that the better ideas will discredit and
expose illogical, inaccurate, or ignorant
speech.”

76%
76% yay, 14% nay, 10% undecided

66%

You plan to attend the April 2
Walk the Moon concert at the
LC Pavilion.
17% yay, 66% nay, 17% undecided

You have taken medication, such as
melatonin, Nyquil, Advil PM, etc.,
to help you sleep.

55%

55% yay, 43% nay, 17% undecided

51%

The phrase “like a girl”
(running like a girl, throwing
like a girl) is offensive.
51% yay, 35% nay, 14% undecided

data for this yay or nay compiled through a
voluntary arlingtonian survey of 10 percent of the student body.
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Old favorites as well as newcomers add to Ohio’s alt-rock repertoire
by ELLISE SHAFER, ‘17

THE BLACK KEYS

Photo courtesy of wikipedia

Guitarist-singer Dan Auerbach and drummer Patrick Carney perform at a show. They are
currently touring their latest album Turn Blue.

This bluesy duo made up of Dan
Auerbach and Patrick Carney was first
established in Akron in 2001. After
spending almost a decade playing at
underground clubs and self-producing
their first four albums, they finally
made it commerically with their record
Brothers in 2010. Since then, they have
achieved immense success, winning six
Grammys and touring arenas around
the world for their albums El Camino
and Turn Blue.

WALK THE MOON
Boasting two out of four members
that are golden bear alumni, this popalt combination is famed in UAHS
hallways. After releasing the hit single
“Anna Sun” in 2010, Walk the Moon
was skyrocketed into the national
spotlight, leading them to constant
touring. With the Dec. 2 release of
their latest album Talking Is Hard, they
are getting ready to hit the road once
again with a show at the LC Pavilion
on April 2.
24
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Photo Courtesy of JACK CAMPISE

Lead singer Nicholas Petricca addresses the crowd at their most recent Columbus show on Oct
21. Walk the Moon’s upcoming April 2 show at the LC Pavilion is already sold out.
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BUMMERS ▶
Bandmates Chris Steris, Jeff Pearl,
Steve Sikes-Gilbert and Michael Murtha
decided to form Bummers in Columbus
two years ago.
“All of our friendships were essentially
developed around music. Come to think
of it, it’s kind of surprising [that] it took
the four of us this long to start playing
music together,” guitarist and bassist
Sikes-Gilbert said.
Sikes-Gilbert defined the Columbus
local music scene as a tight-knit and
communal group that has supported
them through their musical journey.
“It’s definitely great to have support of
any kind, especially from our peers,” SikesGilbert said. “We know that in order to
stay relevant among so many other good
bands we have to be on point.”
Also credited in the band’s local
triumph is Ohio’s influence.
“We’re all products of our upbringings,
[which] happened to be in Ohio,” SikesGilbert said. “A lot of our music has
elements of escapism—something to
which any Ohioan who’s endured long,
gray winters can relate—while remaining
grounded in what we know.”

Photo courtesy of ANNALISA HARTLAUB

From left to right: Michael Murta, Chris Steris, Steve Sikes-Gilbert and Jeff Pearl of Bummers pose for a promotional
photo. Bummers opened for Cold War Kids ar Newport Music Hall in January.

NORTHERN WHALE ▶
Hailing from Austintown, OH,
Northern Whale is the product of
three childhood friends, plus one avid
supporter who jumped in when the
original drummer left. Support from
their small town roots has helped them
achieve the success that they are now
experiencing: playing shows in famous
Los Angeles venues such as The House of
Blues and Whiskey A Go Go, as well as a
few upcoming gigs in Las Vegas.
“People seem to respond well to us,”
bassist Jake Stephens said. “[Austintown]
has been very supportive. This has helped
us to keep on playing and to get our
name out to more people.”
Northern Whale plans to play shows

Photo COURTESY OF JAKE STEPHENS

From left to right: Jake Stephens, Jake Capezzuto, Scott Davis and Brandon Fisher of Northern Whale. They will be
playing five shows in Las Vegas in mid-March.

in Columbus soon, where they will be
debut new music and hope to see some
fresh faces.
“We just recently released a music
video and have a new album coming
out,” Stephens said. “There is a lot [for
us] to look forward to.”

ADVICE
As for tips both bands would give to
Ohio bands just starting out, they suggest
authenticity and self-promotion.
“Be [as] professional as possible

and promote yourself,” Stephens of
Nor thern Whale said. “Don’t be afraid
to network with other bands and
people in the industry.”
Sikes-Gilbert of Bummers added
that it is impor tant to avoid feeling
discouraged if some people don’t
appreciate a specific style.
“Music is a very subjective thing, so
not everyone is going to love yours,”
Sikes-Gilbert said. “But, people will always
respond well to authenticity. If you’re
happy doing what you’re doing and
proud of the music you make, people are
going to notice.”
FE b r ua ry 2 7 , 2 0 1 5
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Wintertime
WOE S
Ohio winters may
make students
more prone to
seasonal affective
disorder
by Ella Koscher, ‘15

Photo Courtesy Joana Croft/SXC, Graphic Courtesy Clker.com

A student looks outside onto a cold and dreary winter day. Some people’s bodies find it difficult to adjust to this season and are diagnosed with seasonal affective disorder (SAD).

“H

aving depression and SAD feels
like drowning and being unable
to catch your breath. It’s as if the
weight of the world is on your shoulders
and you can’t hold it up.”
This is how upperclassman Abby*
describes her life with both depression
and Seasonal Affective Disorder. SAD
can affect people at any time of year as
his or her body reacts to different seasons
inefficiently. For Abby, that season is
winter in Ohio.
It’s that time of year when the world is
dead, gray and bare. The sun is barely up on
Abby’s monotonous drives to UAHS each
morning, making her world feel frozen.
For a majority of people, they are able
to ignore the lack of color--the lack of
green grass and blue skies--and withstand
the wait for the first day of spring. Some
may even prefer the season, finding every
chance to hit the slopes or seek comfort
next to a cozy fire.
For people like Abby, the usually cold
and bleak winters in Ohio combined with
a monotonous time stuck indoors or at
school are so unbearable that they are
affected by SAD.
*Denotes a source who has requested anonymity
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Abby began going to counseling last
school year for her anxiety, which led to
her diagnosis of depression and SAD.
Even though she is on medication for her
depression, it worsens in the winter.
“I get the most depressed
in the winter because I
thrive when I’m outside
and when the things around
me are lively,” Abby said.
“In the winter I feel like
everything is dead and the
short days throw off my sleep
schedule and make me want to
just lay in bed. I lose motivation in
winter and I hate cold dark weather
so I really suffer with less sunlight
and the harsh Ohio winters.”
According to WebMD, symptoms of
SAD in the winter can include less energy,
trouble concentrating, fatigue, greater
appetite, increased desire to be alone, greater
need for sleep and weight gain. A person
with SAD, however, does not necessarily
identify with all of these symptoms.
Denise Deschenes, a senior staff
psychiatrist at OSU Counseling and
Consultation Services, said that there are
a number of signs someone could have

SAD, according to OSU’s The Lantern.
“Persons with SAD can experience
significantly impaired daily functioning,
hopelessness, helplessness and suicidal
ideation,” Deschenes said. “SAD is real
depression that carries a risk of suicide
as with other types of depression.”
Counselor Matt Biedenbach
and the administration are aware
that depression and SAD is
prevalent at UAHS; and since
SAD is a type of depression, it
is no exception to the risk of
suicide. Therefore, the school
tries to be proactive, educate
and communicate with students.
“In the fall, we found that in Franklin
County, in the past couple of years, [teen]
suicides have gone up...,” Biedenbach said.
“Fortunately, we haven’t lost anyone here,
but...recognizing the signs of depression
and mental health issues is a big step and
hopefully we can be proactive.”
According to State Impact, Franklin
County did see an increase in teen suicides in
2012, despite the fact that, nationally, youth
suicide rates have trended downwards over
the past decade. A contributor to this statistic
may be that since Columbus is at the bottom
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22nd percentile for days of sunshine in the
U.S., students stuck in a classroom all day can
be more prone to SAD.
According to The Lantern, OSU
Professor of Psychiatry, Psychology and
Nutrition Mary Fristad said, “Seasonal
affective disorder is a biologically driven
condition, and your daily body rhythms
have gotten out of sync with the sun.”
Abby experiences withdrawal from the
sun and explains how she attempts to deal
with being out of sync with the weather and
keep herself busy during the winter to keep
her SAD and depression temporarily at bay.
“In the winter I try to surround myself
with friends and get a good night’s sleep
to feel better. I snowboard so this gives me
an outdoor winter activity to look forward
to. I also meditate and remind myself that
each season is only temporary,” Abby said.
“I try to find simple things such as taking a
hot shower to look forward to. I watch the
sunsets whenever they’re visible in the sky
as a way to remind myself that the sun still
exists in the winter. I pick out movies and
books to read also to keep myself busy.”
No matter how much she keeps herself occupied though, Abby still longs to be outside.
“People in urban settings, working
in windowless offices or who do not get
outside as much can be more at risk,”
Deschenes said. “People in the northern
United States, Canada, Europe and
Australia are most affected.”
Though Abby is not stuck inside an office
all day, to her, being stuck at school can
worsen her SAD as well as her depression.
“Depression had a very negative effect on
my school work junior year before I started
taking medication. I rarely went to school
and had constant absences and felt like I
couldn’t make it through a five day week,”
Abby said. “There was a
constant blank stare on my
face and I didn’t want to be
at school at all.”
Simple school
assignments can feel like the
heaviest burden, especially
in the winter when Abby
experiences clear symptoms
of SAD such as fatigue and
trouble concentrating.
“It feels like everyone is asking too
much and it’s as if no one understands
how hard life is,” Abby said. “It feels
like drowning because I can’t reach my
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Stifling Stereotypes
by Hashem Anabtawi, ‘15

“M

y parents didn’t even believe me. They didn’t let me come home the day
I told them I had clinical depression,” said Jake* an 2012 UAHS alum who
suffers from depression.
Nevertheless, in society there can be a negative stigma associated with depression,
and ignorance of just how serious the mental illness is.
Though there may be medical evidence to date, critics still believe depression is not a
serious disease, if considered a disease at all.
Jake, among other depression patients, feels uncomfortable telling people he suffers from
the disease because of the negative stigma associated with depression.
“Some people think I’m a monster or something. My friends would make fun of the
disease saying those people are just cry-babies or ‘fags,’ ” Jake said. “I don’t need to be a victim
to those insults, so I try to stay out of the spotlight.”
Jake felt that his condition was an embarrassment to not only his physical character, but to
his emotional self as well.
“One of my closest friends sort of felt uncomfortable around me after I told him and we
didn’t hang out as much anymore and that just made me feel embarrassed. I’m embarrassed
to have a disease? It’s just how I feel and the way these dumb people perceive this dumb
disease is so immature,” Jake said.
According to HealthCentral, depression could be a disease of choice, in that with the
“power of positive thoughts,” one can stop the negative effects of depression.
But Jake, through experience, knows this method is not as easy as it sounds.
“I still go out with my friends and try to have the best time, [as] my normal self, but when
things go wrong I lose myself to [the] self that doesn’t want to talk or do homework or
anything,” Jake said. “I just wish people would get that it’s not easy.”
If Jake wants anything more than to be relieved of his stress under the disorder, it’s for
people to understand the truth about having depression.
“I’m not sad. I wish people would understand I’m not just sad. [Depression] makes
you feel all messed up and that makes you feel unwanted or it makes you feel really
sensitive to everything and taking things personally,” Jake said. “It’s not just about
crying, and if I had the choice, I wouldn’t be this way.”

goals, I can’t complete my projects and
I don’t know how to vocalize the panic
and exhaustion I constantly feel. It’s like
choking on responsibilities and feeling as
if everyone else has it so easy.”
Once the seasons have changed and

“

Fortunately, we haven’t
lost anyone here, but ...
recognizing the signs of
depression and mental health
issues is a big step and hopefully
we can be proactive.”

Counselor Matt Biedenbach
the world is alive again, Abby’s mood
significantly brightens.
“Once the season changes back into
spring, summer and fall I feel a lot better,”
Abby said. “I take full advantage of the

additional daylight and have so many more
activities to participate in. The long days
motivate me to be productive and I feel like
the burden of school starts to lighten up.”
Though you may not necessarily be
diagnosed with SAD, Abby advises her
peers to not be afraid to speak up about this
feeling because it is not uncommon to feel
sad in the winter or in general. She also says
that “[you should] not assume that you are
weak or a coward for feeling vulnerable.”
“If how you’re feeling is affecting how
you live, then that’s when you need to talk
to somebody. And it could be it doesn’t
automatically mean that you’re having that
you’re going to be diagnosed with a mental
health issue or depression or anything like
that,” Biedenbach said. “But it’s at least a
more positive step in trying to figure out
why you feel the way you feel and how to
invest in and cope and treat that.”
FE b r ua ry 2 7 , 2 0 1 5
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Messing with Melatonin
Melatonin gains popularity as students search for ways to help them sleep
“If you take it every night you can
become immune to it and it doesn’t work as
well, because your body might adapt to the
medicine and it will stop working or help
you fall asleep” Scott said. “You can become
dependent on it.”
Scott credits most of her good nights of
sleep to melatonin and believes there are no
negative consequences to taking it.
At the beginning of the school year, junior

Metcalf explains that melatonin was more
of a sleep aid for her than a sleep inducer. It
did not have an extremely strong effect, but it
unior Isabelle Scott is like many
definitely helped her fall asleep.
students: juggling a busy schedule
Like Scott, Metcalf agrees that
of school, sports and extracurricular
melatonin does not have long lasting side
activities while still trying to get an adequate
effects, because she took it every night
amount of sleep.
for a little over a month and was able to
This can be difficult for teens. According to
transition into a normal sleep schedule
the National Sleep Foundation, teenagers need
without going through withdrawal.
about eight to ten hours of sleep each night.
“Taking too
However, one
much melatonin
study reported that
could turn into
only 15 percent of
an issue,” Metcalf
students get, at most,
said. “But I think
eight hours of sleep
melatonin is a lot
per school night.
safer than normal
Scott tries to go to
sleeping pills.”
bed around 10 p.m. or
Brent Bauer, a
11 p.m. each night.
doctor at the Mayo
When it is a
Clinic of General
school night and
Internal Medicine,
Scott can’t fall asleep,
does not recommend
she searches for
teens or children take
something to help her
melatonin. This is
fall asleep quickly.
because of the lack of
This is when she will
studies and research
look into her medicine
done on children
cabinet for the bottle
taking melatonin.
of melatonin and
Another concern
take one or two pills,
about children
which will cause her
taking melatonin
to feel drowsy and
is that it has other
eventually fall asleep.
Photo Illustration by Emma Ballou
effects on the body
According to
A student takes melatonin to help her sleep, which will increase her melatonin levels and make her feel drowsy. Like
besides
helping with
the National Sleep
many other students, she finds it difficult to fall asleep at night.
sleep. It also plays a
Foundation, melatonin
role in how children’s
is a hormone made in
Sydney Metcalf had problems falling back
and teens’ bodies mature. Further studies
the pineal gland of your brain. During the
into a normal sleep schedule. Her body could
are necessary to show if taking melatonin as
day, the pineal gland is inactive but when
not get used to the routine of waking up at 7
a child or teenager can have consequential
the sun goes down, the gland turns on
a.m. and going to bed around 11 p.m. So, she
effects on a persons sexual development.
and melatonin levels in the blood increase
visited her doctor and he suggested taking
However, Metcalf disagrees and believes
causing one to feel less alert. Blood levels
melatonin. He explained that this drug is
melatonin can be beneficial to students.
typically stay like this for about 12 hours.
more natural than other aids and, unlike
“I think that melatonin could help
“I don’t really feel that different after I
students if they’re having trouble sleeping,”
take it, but somehow it does make me tired,” sleeping pills, there is no risk of addiction or
withdrawal symptoms with melatonin.
Metcalf said. “So they’re not exhausted
Scott said. “It doesn’t knock me out. I just
Metcalf started taking melatonin to help during school.”
slowly get tired until I fall asleep.”
her fall asleep and she would take it every
Whether students use melatonin or
Scott does not believe taking melatonin
night. When it began to get dark outside,
not, the consequences should always
will have long lasting side effects for her
be considered when using life-aiding
because she does not take it addictively, only Metcalf would take one pill, and in about
medication.
30 minutes she would begin to fall asleep.
on the occasional school night.
by Sari Royer, ‘16
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Tupac: Dead or Alive?

of War, and that by sheer coincidence he had faked his death at age 25,
Tupac’s exact age at the time of his death. Coincidence? I thought not.
Unfortunately, after about three minutes researching Machiavelli, I
’ve never believed in aliens, Elvis Presley sightings or the Illuminati.
discovered that every part of this theory was false.
I’m definitely not one of those lunatics who believes those 3 a.m.
But I wasn’t about to throw away months-worth of dedicated
National Geographic specials featuring low-budget
belief over one measly piece of evidence proven false. I
reenactments of West Virginia bigfoot sightings. But
kept researching, and discovered that in his last album,
when I stumbled upon the theory that Tupac Shakur,
Don Killuminati: The Seven Day Theory, Tupac rapped
one of the most prominent rappers of the 20th
about his own death and referenced his future return,
century, was still alive, I was intrigued.
revenge and “rebirth.” Upon further analysis, these
Tupac was “murdered” in a drive-by shooting
lyrics have nothing to do with Tupac faking his own
involving a member of a gang in Sept. 1996. I soon
death, but to do with Tupac’s depiction of the gang
discovered that there were people who firmly believed
culture that was prominent in his life.
that Tupac had faked his death and was planning his
Bit by bit, my theory fell apart as every single
return. Several of these theorists had compiled their
piece of evidence was proven false. I looked into
evidence on various web pages (that, in retrospect,
videos of “Tupac sightings,” most of which turned
probably gave my computer viruses). One readout to be poorly filmed footage of lanky black guys in
through was enough to send me raving to basically
bandanas who vaguely resembled Tupac. I looked into
by kimmy sullivan ’15 coincidences between Tupac’s death and the number
anyone who would listen that Tupac was living,
breathing and probably chilling in Cuba.
seven, which turned out to be just that–coincidences.
To my dismay, my enthusiasm was only met with disbelief; but
Pride deflated, I finally admitted it: Tupac was dead. How foolish I
I persevered. People just didn’t seem to understand that faking your
had been. At least I learned the value of checking your facts before
death is completely plausible. After weeks of ridicule, I decided to do a thrusting unfounded conspiracy theories on your friends and family.
little more research.
The conspiracy was probably sparked by diehard fans’ inability to
The most compelling piece of evidence for Tupac’s faked death was accept his death, or even by his record label looking to rake in a few
the fact that, shortly before his death, he renamed himself “Makaveli”
extra bucks. But it doesn’t matter how the theory began; what matters
in reference to the philosopher Machiavelli. Apparently this guy
is that it brought people together–regardless of how idiotic it truly is.
advocated faking one’s death to fool one’s enemies in his book The Art
At the end of the day, the spirit of Tupac lives on in all of us.

I

News Neglect

for the Daily Maverick, a partner on the Guardian Africa network.
“It may be the 21st century, but African lives are still deemed less
anuary 7. This was the day of the attack at the satirical magazine
newsworthy—and, by implication, less valuable—than western lives.”
Charlie Hebdo in Paris. That day, the world temporarily shifted its
And this is not just true for Africa. Daily tragedies occur across
focus to France, sending thoughts and prayers to the 12 victims who the world that go unnoticed. The Gaza Strip is still on fire, Pakistan
were targeted by two terrorists. The world advocated for
is parched and it seems everyday there is another
and defended the freedom of speech. #JeSuisCharlie
reported Muslim hate crime, none of which I
trended on Twitter and Instagram for days.
learned about on mainstream media. There is no
Every news station was nearly dedicated to covering
hashtag for these victims; only apathy.
this story. My Twitter was full of Charlie Hebdo news
The world is shifting its cameras and
articles and editorial cartoons for days.
attention away from the true, unpleasant
What less people around the world know is that
horrors that occur in world everyday in
on that same day—Jan. 7, 2015—the terrorist group
exchange for how to find a proper parking spot,
based in Nigeria, Boko Haram, massacred nearly 2,000
the “importance” of deflated footballs and why
people. The group is advancing and, at this point, has
Hillary Clinton is too old to be president.
taken over an area in Nigeria the size of Slovakia. An
Why did the Chapel Hill shooting that
entire town was completely “wiped out” in four days,
killed three Muslims receive less attention than
according to The New York Times.
the release of 50 Shades of Grey? Why is the fact
by Ella Koscher, ‘15
Why didn’t this event receive constant attention?
that entire countries may be underwater in the
Why didn’t I hear this from one of the three news
next couple of decades due to climate change so
sources I follow on Twitter? Where were the victims of this event’s
purposefully ignored, while newscasters drone on for hours about
hashtag? Why did the terrorist attack in Paris deserve more
2016 presidential speculations?
attention than this one?
Trivial topics are a waste of everyone’s time. To over-cover one
I saw this as a clear example that the mainstream media is biased
event and almost blatantly ignore another of equal or even greater
and unprofessional, run by corporations whose first priority is
importance—tragic or not—is a disgrace to the people or the
reporting on and protecting Western interests.
victims of that newsworthy event. I know we cannot notice, cover or
“There are massacres and there are massacres” wrote Simon Allison
remember each victim or story, but we can try.
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#LikeAGirl

The commercial also highlights how when girls hit puberty their
self-confidence goes down and they begin conforming to the societal
expectations that running or throwing like a girl is a bad thing.
f you’re anything like me, you called the 2015 Super Bowl ‘the
Minutes after the ad was aired, so called ‘meninists,’ or men’s
season finale of football.’ If you’re anything like me, you didn’t watch rights activists, on Twitter began tweeting about the inequality of
the Super Bowl solely because of the sport or because of the sport
the commercial. Men on Twitter complained that there was not
at all. For you, the main attraction of the Super Bowl was the $4.5
a commercial for them. They began the hashtag #LikeABoy. For
million worth of commercials that aired. These wildly entertaining
some, the hashtag was just a joke, but for many of the meninists
commercials attract many viewers because of their pure hilarity.
on Twitter it was meant to be a hashtag that highlights the
Comparatively, this year’s commercials were particularly interesting ‘discrimination’ against men.
because hardly any stood out as laugh-out-loud funny. What I
To me, the airing of this commercial shows a large step
noticed is that this year’s commercials could mainly be
in society. That there should no longer be
categorized as hard-hitting and emotional.
an expectation of performing less than men,
For example, the commercial ‘No More’ aired to
especially in athletics. After Title IX was
aim to stop domestic violence. Also, the commercial
introduced in the 1970s to give young girls the
by Nationwide Insurance was meant to stop accidental
same rights in school athletics as young men,
childhood deaths. Examples shown in this impactful
the equality between men and women in sports
commercial included being poisoned and crushed by
should be obvious by now.
a TV. One commercial that really stood out to me
There must still be some inequality between men
was the feminist ad ‘Like a Girl.’ It was created by the
and women in this day and age if the commercial
feminine product company Always and highlights the
was aired and there was so much controversy
commonly insulting phrase ‘like a girl.’
surrounding it. The difference between ‘like a girl’
The commercial got incredible backlash from
and ‘like a boy’ is that the latter was never used
the public for many reasons. It was monumental
as a generalized insult towards men. The hashtag
by Jane Eskildsen, ’15
because it was one of the first times that a
proves the ego of a ‘meninist’ is so fragile that when
commercial for a feminine message aired during
young girls are encouraged to step out of societal
the Superbowl, a four-hour long event almost
expectations, they get intensely bothered.
exclusively focused on male athletes. For years, commercials about
Trying to help women overcome one societal misconception,
feminine products weren’t even allowed to be aired on television.
that their athletic ability and sports are lesser to men’s, is one small
The ‘Like a Girl’ commercial showed numerous young girls
struggle that men can not relate to. So no, there is not a campaign
pretending to run and throw ‘like a girl.’ For many of the girls in
equivalent like this for boys. The ‘Like A Girl’ commercial isn’t
the commercial this meant to run as fast as possible and to throw about natural strength differences between men and women, it’s
as hard as possible, a concept that goes against the derogatory
about not letting your gender define you or your skills.
phrase. The commercial also showed other people when asked
But, if there is one thing that history has taught us, it is
to throw ‘like a girl’ who answered with a mocking response. For
that the backlash against feminism will always be a measure
awhile if one threw ‘like a girl’ it meant they were weak or didn’t
of its success. That is the thing about progress, it is far too
throw as well as a boy. The commercial introduced the idea that
often perceived as a threat by those who benefit from the
this phrase was no longer an insult, but instead a compliment.
status quo.
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What are your plans for spring break?
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Senior Joe
Casagrande

Freshman Erin
Tatham

Staying home to
enjoy Ohio’s unique
weather patterns.

I’m going to Fort
Lauderdale with
my family.
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Sophomore Yuqi Li

I’m going to
visit my relatives
in China.

Junior Niki
Grotewold

Rest, relax, party,
and start planning
college visits.
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Buckeye Burning

Staff Editorial Cartoon

Police Brutality

Recent events raise questions about use of police force
Staff Editorial

I

t is difficult to ignore the recent surge
of excessive police force leading to lost
lives as more stories emerge.
The death of 43-year-old Eric Garner
brought police behavior to the forefront of
media in America and worldwide. Following
an argument, Garner was put in a chokehold
(a technique made illegal by the NYPD years
prior), which led to his death.
A video recording of the incident shows
Garner hysterically repeating the words: “I

can’t breathe.” Garner’s somber story created
controversy nationwide regarding the use of
excessive police force.
If the event itself wasn’t enough to send
the nation into a frenzy, the grand jury’s failure
to indict the officer did the trick.The decision
prompted protests in cities like New York
and Washington, where protesters chanted
Garner’s last words: “I can’t breathe.”
In the wake of Ohio State Buckeyes’
national victory, concerns have risen about
the use of tear gas and pepper spray to
control crowds on campus; photographs

Freshman Brandon
Horsley

Senior Hannah
Rosen

Excited to go to
Nor th Carolina
or Texas.

Going to NY
for my college’s
scholar weekend.

Op/Ed

and videos taken by The Columbus Dispatch
revealed officers spraying students who
were simply standing on a sidewalk. A
number of students said they received no
warning before their eyes, mouths, and lungs
suddenly began to burn.
As the use of excessive force is becoming
recognized as a nationwide trend, many are
asking the question: where should police
draw the line? The purpose of the police is
to enforce the law, but when law-abiding
citizens begin to fear their police, a change
needs to be made.
At times, force is necessary to ensure
safety, especially during riots when mob
mentality takes over and individuals tend
to think less rationally. However, actions like
spraying tear gas at citizens who haven’t
contributed to the chaos step beyond
the boundaries of reasonable behavior.
“Maintaining order” should be a priority, but
it shouldn’t come at the expense of innocent
citizens. In the case of the Ohio State riots,
the officers could have informed the area
that further measures like use of tear gas
would soon be taken, so that uninvolved
students could clear the area.
Eric Garner shouldn’t have been put
in the chokehold last July; on a lesser scale,
the police on the Ohio State campus
shouldn’t have sprayed tear gas into crowds
without warning.The police are here for
our safety, and for the most part, they do
an astounding job ensuring that we feel
safe in our community; but officers must be
cautious, as each action sets a precedent for
the future.

Junior Katie Kang

I’m going to eat,
sleep, Netflix and
repeat.

Sophomore Justin
Whitcomb

Play basketball in
the warm weather
of Florida.

8 in 8 compiled by Becina Ganther; Photo by carol Hemmerly
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Meet your new best friend.

A Student Checking Account from The Arlington Bank
offers students a hassle-free account loaded with
extras. And with no account maintenance fees, we’re
sure to be your new BFF.

Your Community. Your Bank.

2130 Tremont Center Upper Arlington, Ohio 43221
1460 Grandview Avenue Columbus, Ohio 43212
4621 Reed Road Columbus, Ohio 43220
Member FDIC
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